Intelligent Design for Intelligent Care

• Gentle, effective skin treatment for all skin types
• Quick treatment, customizable from 6 to 20 minutes
• Comfortable with low downtime and no anesthesia required
• Minimal cost of ownership, easy to delegate and no shot limit per procedure
A Smart Laser for All Patients

NON-ABLATIVE 1927 NM FRACTIONAL FIBER THULIUM LASER

Dramatically different from traditional resurfacing lasers, LaseMD rebuilds glowing, healthy skin through gentle but effective non-ablative fractionated treatments. LaseMD offers customized outcomes with no downtime for all patients.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

LaseMD’s magnetic tracking system enables fast, consistent treatments by gauging the speed of movement and safely delivering laser energy.

PROPRIETARY ENERGY DELIVERY METHODS

LaseMD scans in Superior Random Mode, which optimizes coverage, minimizes pain and downtime while maximizing patient safety.

“Real Results. No Downtime. Treat All Skin Types.”
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“The LaseMD fits wonderfully within my practice and strikes the perfect balance between downtime and results. My patients love what they see in the mirror: striking improvements in pigmentation and texture!”

Gilly Munavalli, MD, MHS, FACMS

“I have used 1927nm lasers for years, but LaseMD is unique and exciting. Its simplicity and ability to effectively treat with mild to aggressive parameters makes LaseMD the new thulium laser of choice.”

Robert Weiss, MD
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